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Introduction 

In March 2020 ‘Archer’s Way’, a permissive access in Christow, was opened to the public by kind 

permission of Tom Archer and his family with Christow Community Land Trust involvement in the project. 

The path forms a loop from the existing Wood lane Public Footpath and runs along the base of Steep 

Fields towards the Industrial Units. It then zig-zags up-slope and returns along the top of the slope to 

Wood Lane near the old farm buildings. Being private land, owned by the Archer family for many decades 

and with no previous formal access, little is known about the wildlife on the site. This bird survey aims to 

provide a baseline to show which species are breeding within Steep Fields or using the site for other 

purposes such as foraging and hunting. 

Steep Fields, as its name suggests, consists of a series of very steep fields at different stages of 

succession from scrub and previously grazed land. The most easterly field, which has been covered in 

gorse and other scrub for many decades, now supports woodland habitat which includes occasional 

mature Oak trees, scattered Hawthorn and Elder underlain by mature Blackthorn and Bramble scrub. 

There is an area of old Hazel coppice with carpets of Bluebell. The central field, still regularly grazed until 

the 1980’s, now offers more open scrub habitat with Bracken, Bramble and small scattered trees but with 

a wooded fringe containing the occasional mature Oak. Willow occurs along the wetter base of slope. 

The final field is largely open grassland habitat but scattered trees and Bramble fringe the track boundary 

at the top of the slope. The grassland has not been regularly grazed for several years and is now tussocky 

and good for invertebrates such as grasshoppers, beetles, moths and butterflies, all important prey for 

insectivorous birds. In places the grassland is floristically interesting with herbs such as Common bird’s 

foot trefoil, Common knapweed and Creeping cinquefoil alongside a good variety of grasses, although 

smaller flowering species will be likely to gradually disappear in the absence of grazing as grasses and 

Bramble take-over. The field offers nectaring opportunities for butterflies and bees as does the fringe of 

Bramble scrub which is gradually advancing downslope. The adjoining wet Alder woodland next to the 

Industrial Units adds considerable value to the site providing excellent nesting, watering and feeding 

opportunities for a wide range of birds and softer timber for hole nesting species such as Great spotted 

woodpecker. Within the hedge boundaries are a number of ancient, large Oak trees, of particular 

importance to woodland species such Nuthatch and Treecreeper but offering feeding opportunities in 

their canopy for a wide range of species.  

Survey method 

The survey took place between mid-April 2020 and mid-June 2020 with three main visits made to the site 

approximately two weeks apart. The new path ‘Archer’s Way’, was used as the recording route with birds 

also recorded in the adjacent Alder woodland, in the sections of Wood Lane next to the site and note 

was made of those in adjacent hedges and the wet, rushy field to the south. Each of these visits took 

place in the early morning when birds are considered most active, usually between 6.30 and 7am and 

lasting about one hour. Visits were undertaken on the 22nd April, 6th May and 20th May, all in perfect 

dry, still survey weather. A few ad hoc visits were made in May and early June, some in the evening. 

Individual bird sightings or records of singing or calling birds were recorded on a map of the site during 

each visit using a recognised coding system devised by the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO). The codes 

indicate which species was present and provide evidence about their breeding status. For example a 

singing male Blackbird would be coded as B. (Blackbird) and ‘S’ (singing) or a Blackcap carrying food to 

its nest would be BC ‘FF’ (adult carrying food to young).  The mapped data collected over several visits 



provides information about the number of bird territories, the abundance of species and whether they 

nested and successfully reared young until fledging. 

Findings 

Over a period of approximately 6 weeks during the core bird breeding season twenty-four different 

species of bird were recorded within, or flying over Steep Fields and the Alder woodland. Of these, a 

minimum of nine species were definitely nesting on site and a further eight species were potentially 

nesting or the site forms an important part of their breeding territory. Many adult birds were observed 

carrying food to nests or feeding juveniles. In one case a nest was found and followed to fledging (a 

Great tit nest originally found by Elliott Fairs). Some family groups of birds were noted during later visits 

but it is not possible to be 100% sure if they nested within Steep Fields. Nests could have been at adjacent 

Foxgrove or in the adjoining fields. At least seven species were seen to raise their young to fledging 

successfully, but there were undoubtedly many more.  

Steep Fields supports good numbers of several species but the most abundant in terms of the number of 

breeding territories recorded was the Wren, followed by Robin and Chiffchaff, with Blackbird and 

Blackcap next in line. Table 1 below summarises the results. Green shading in Table 1 indicates species 

that definitely nested within Steep Fields and those in orange were either very likely to have nested or 

possibly nested. Those in grey were foraging in or over the site or in the case of Mallard just flying over.  

 

Most species recorded during the survey are considered common with healthy populations nationally 

and across south-west England. In fact several species recorded appear to be increasing according to the 

BTO/RSPB/JNCC Breeding Bird Survey monitoring scheme; link: https://www.bto.org/our-

science/projects/bbs/latest-results/population-trends. This includes Goldfinch, Blackcap, Great spotted 

woodpecker and Wren. These species are classed as being on the ‘Green list’ of Birds of Conservation 

Concern (BoCC), a system which attempts to rate each species in terms of its vulnerability to decline and 

potential extinction. Two species fall into the ‘Red’ and ‘Amber’ BoCC categories, so considered to be 

more at risk. Song thrush is one of the most vulnerable, classed as Red listed due to its decline in the 

1970’s, so it was encouraging to see the family group on the site and also a male was recorded singing at 

the top of Wood Lane. Song thrush have increased nationally in the last 23 years by 26% but in south-west 

England their recovery is less clear-cut. Bullfinch are listed as ‘Amber’, so notable but less vulnerable and 

their population in England has seen an increase of 19% in the last 10 years or so. 

 

     
The tiny Wren: many breeding territories                     Nuthatch: seen once looking for insects in a mature  

              Oak but likely to be breeding at Steep Fields 

 

https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/bbs/latest-results/population-trends
https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/bbs/latest-results/population-trends


Table 1. Numbers of breeding territories and evidence of breeding 
 

 

 

 

Species Breeding evidence

Estimated number of 

pairs/territories notes

Blackbird 

Singing males in the same area across 

visits; adults seen feeding fledglings 

on several occasions 4

Up to 8 blackbird seen during one visit including 5 males on one 

occasion but their territories will include areas outside Steep Fields.

Blackcap Singing males in the same area across 

visits; adults seen taking food to nests 3 to 4

Up to 4 singing males counted during any one visit

Blue tit
Pairs seen and adults carrying food to 

a nest 2 Possibly 3 pairs but most likely 2

Bullfinch

Likely as a pair seen in suitable habitat 

once; a female on a later visit and two 

possibly flying across the site on 

another occasion. 1?

Pair seen along the northern boundary, in the wet alder woodland and 

on 11th June

Carrion crow
1 nest in an alder tree and young fed 

by adult 1

During the first visit several crows were seen ablove the waterworks 

but only 1 pair were observed nesting.

Chaffinch
Possible but unproven

Sightings but no breeding evidence. Seen feeding in the canopy of a big 

oak.

Chiffchaff
Multiple singing males on each visit; 

pair carrying food for young 5

Distributed in the scrub woodland and along the hedges

Coal tit
Probably not as no conifer

Seen once at Foxgrove end - possibly breeding offsite there or in 

waterworks

Goldfinch

Possibly 1

Seen on site during most visits including the last when feeding in the 

canopy. A pair seen on the first visit but possible that they could just be 

using the site for feeding and have bred in adjacent Foxgrove or 

waterworks.

Great spotted woodpecker

Very likely; seen or heard on each visit 1

Heard drumming on first visit and then seen or heard on following visits. 

Numerous nest holes in the alder trees in the wet woodland which will 

be favoured.

Great tit

Nest found; evidence that chicks 

fledged; family group seen on 20th 

May. 1 to 2

No clear evidence of a second pair but on one visit more than 2 birds 

seen - however, they could be birds feeding across the site and double 

couonted.

Greenfinch Possible but no evidence only seen on the 11th June; may be nesting at Foxgrove

Green woodpecker
Unlikely

One bird seen late season flying from the meadow area. More likely to 

be a bird visiting to feed.

Jay
Unlikely

Only seen once when alarming a pair of blackbirds (presumably close to 

their nest). Probably just feed on site.

Long tailed tit

Likely 1?

Only seen in late May but a family group of at least 7. Very suitable 

habitat for long tailed tit but they would have been inconspicuous 

earlier on.

Mallard no Just flying over on early visit

Nuthatch Possible but unproven Seen on the large oaks at the top of the slope

Robin
Yes; bird seen feeding young and 

juveniles seen. 5

Seen all round the site.

Song thrush

Likely but not proven 1?

A song thrush was recorded singing at the top of Wood lane on the 

earliest visit and then adults and young observed on site on the 20th 

May. Possibly nested at Foxgrove or elsewhere nearby but the site 

could be part of a territory.

Sparrowhawk
Possible but unproven

Sparrowhawk seen hunting on site and also evidence of a kill on 

'plucking post'.

Swift no Two seen flying over the site on several occasions

Treecreeper
Yes; adult seen feeding a juvenile

Only one sighting on the large oak tree within the alder wood. The wet 

woodland area will be important for feeding and nesting.

Wood pigeon
Very likely; numerous sightings of 

resident birds 2

Hard to guage how many as there were many calling birds, sitting birds 

and pairs seen.

Wren
5 or 6 males singing on each visit and 

young birds seen 4 to 6

Most numerous species with most located along the bottom of the 

slope and in the lader woodland.



Birds and their habitats 

The hole and cavity nesting species found in Steep Fields include Great spotted woodpecker, Nuthatch, 

Treecreeper, Great tit and Blue tit. All of these species are resident in the UK all year round in woodlands 

and gardens. The numerous holes bored into the Alder trunks in the wet woodland were clear evidence 

that Great spotted woodpecker breed here on a regular basis. Nuthatch use natural cavities in trees such 

as cracks and knot holes. They also re-use woodpecker holes, making the relatively large opening smaller 

with layers of mud in order to keep out predators such as Jay and ironically, Great spotted woodpecker. 

Treecreeper nest in broadleaved trees, often Oak, behind loose bark, in cracks and crevices in the trunk 

or branches, with nests often partially obscured by ivy creepers. All woodlands therefore benefit from 

having some standing deadwood, partially collapsing trees with broken limbs, cracked bark, knotholes 

and timber with rotting heartwood.  Blue tit and Great tit are referred to as ‘secondary cavity nesters’ in 

that they do not create their own nest holes but use existing ones. They will find holes in trees and walls, 

but Great tit in particular, will often select a man-made object to nest in which can be roofless, as is what 

occurred at Steep Fields this year. The small number of Blue and Great tits located perhaps indicates lack 

of older trees in what is still an early stage, developing woodland habitat. 

   
Great spotted woodpecker (male)  The ‘mouse-like’ Treecreeper by Edwyn Anderton  CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 licence 

    



A flock of Carrion crow were seen on the first visit, but these dispersed to breed elsewhere with just one 

pair seen with a nest with young high up in the crown of an Alder tree. During later visits birds such as 

Goldfinch, Chiffchaff and Blue tit were seen feeding high in the canopy of the very large Oak tree in the 

Alder wood, gleaning insects from the leaves and bark. Treecreeper were also spotted lower down on 

the main trunk of the tree displaying their characteristic behaviour; flying to the base of the tree and 

spiralling around the trunk upwards, seeking out flies and spiders in the crevices and amongst the 

mosses and lichens. Goldfinch are specialist seed eaters but will feed their young on insects, often seen in 

larger groups foraging in the tree canopies. The Alder trees were commonly used as song posts by the 

male Blackbirds and the wet woodland supported several Wren territories.  

Many of the woodland species found are birds that require a dense scrub layer beneath the trees as well 

as vegetation low to the ground under which they can hide their nests. This includes the two summer 

visitors recorded, the warblers Blackcap and Chiffchaff. Both species are found in broadleaved woodland,  

copses, thickets and dense hedges with mature trees. Within these, they nest low amongst Brambles, 

Nettles and bracken with Chiffchaff sometimes nesting amongst the Bracken litter. Steep Fields supports 

good numbers of these species. Bullfinch also require dense scrub habitats, nesting in Gorse and small 

trees such as Hawthorn and Blackthorn, often behind Ivy on tree trunks. Again, Steep Fields offers 

excellent habitat for this species. Song thrush and  Blackbird both favour wooded habitats with a dense 

shrubby layer and often nest at the woodland edge. For both these species easy access to moderately 

short-grazed, damp grassland habitats is important. The wet woodland habitat offers good feeding 

opportunities as does the surrounding cattle-grazed pasture, particularly the damp, rushy field to the 

south. Blackbirds feed their young mainly on worms and larvae from the soil but come the end of 

summer berries become an important food source so the abundance of Hawthorn, Bramble and 

Blackthorn at Steep Fields will be attractive to them.  

One appealing, charasmatic species spotted at Steep Fields was the Long-tailed tit, seen in a family group 

in late May moving through the woodland (see photo of dozing Long-tailed tit fledgling on the cover of 

the Report). Whilst it is not possible to categorically say that this species nested on site, the habitat is 

ideal as they nest in Blackthorn and Gorse, often with their beautifully constructed nest hanging in 

brambles or other thorny scrub. Nests are usually between 1 and 3 metres high and take them several 

weeks to build.  

   

Scrub habitat with abundant Hawthorn (left) 

and male Blackcap below by Manx John under 

CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 



   
Male Bullfinch           Long-tailed tit’s nest amongst trailing bramble stems 

The south-facing, open habitat at Steep Fields is important for birds too, with the tussocky grasses 

hosting abundant moths, grasshoppers, spiders and beetles, all important sources of food for 

insectivorous birds. The soft edge to the hedges with a fringe of Bramble and occasional scattered 

Hawthorn or bushy Willow, was particularly attractive to some species. There were at least two 

Chiffchaff territories situated in the bushy hedges around this field and both Blue tit and Great tit nested 

here too. Several Robin territories were located in this area; one appeared to be nesting in a clump of 

Bramble. The one sighting of Green woodpecker was in this field and this is likely to be because this field 

supports good numbers of ants the Woodpecker’s main prey. Ants like free-draining, dry conditions and 

this sunny field with thin soils will be ideal. 

  
The open grassland habitat at Steep Fields       Newly fledged young Blue tit 

 

Conclusion and Thoughts on Management 

 

Steep Fields and the adjoining Alder woodland clearly support an excellent range of habitats for birds 

and a diverse bird community, despite no rarities being noted and only two migratory species found.  

 

It was interesting that few Great tit or Blue tit were recorded, as these are relatively common woodland 

species and this may be due to lack of nest cavity opportunities in relatively young woodland. Whilst a 

largely non-intervention management regime is preferable, it has been agreed that a small number of 

nest boxes can be erected which may benefit these species and possibly Nuthatch, which will 

occasionally nest in boxes. It is intended that the boxes will be made by a local Duke of Edinburgh 



student. It will be interesting to see if this action boosts numbers of these species in years to come. It is 

also possible that the boxes will attract less common species such as the migratory Pied flycatcher, which 

nested in nearby woodland in summer 2020 for the first time since 1999. 

 

In the absence of active management and grazing the open, scrub woodland will gradually move towards 

a more mature, closed canopy structure, although this is likely to take several decades. This may result in 

a change in the suite of species breeding on site or a drop in the number of breeding territories for 

specific species such as Blackcap and Chiffchaff which tend to favour more open scrub woodland 

habitats. However, the construction of Archer’s way has effectively created more woodland edge habitat 

which may in time replace any habitat loss for these species and the big, grown-out bushy hedges 

surrounding the smaller grassy field also offer good nesting potential.  

 

Whilst the new track currently forms quite a scar across the hillside and considerable vegetation 

clearance has occurred on either side, this will quickly become softened by regrowth of Blackthorn, 

Hawthorn, Elder, ferns, Bluebell, Red campion and Bramble. Similarly, the timber and brash piles 

generated by the clearance work will quickly be disguised by vegetation. In fact Willow coppiced just a 

few months ago is already sprouting energetically to form a natural hedge alongside the path, helping to 

deter dogs from roaming and protecting species such as Wren which will undoubtedly start nesting 

within the timber piles.  

 

The grassy field or ‘meadow’ contributes to the diversity of habitat available for birds, offering nesting 

opportunities in the hedges and Bramble scrub and an abundance of invertebrate prey for insectivorous 

species. If there is no management the field will gradually succeed to Bramble scrub and then to taller 

mixed scrub with Blackthorn, Hawthorn and potentially other tree species seeding in; nice habitat in its 

own right. If some open ground is deemed desirable, light-touch management will be required. This 

could be achieved by strimming some parts of the field on rotation each year in late summer to help 

promote the flowering herbs present whilst ensuring that areas of long grasses remain for overwintering 

invertebrates (raking-off and removing the cuttings). Alongside this you could suppress further Bramble 

spread using a brushcutter, whilst retaining the scrubby fringe and some scattered Bramble clumps.  

Alternatively, if practical, someone might be willing to graze a couple of small ponies above the track 

(using temporary fencing) for a week or so in late summer /early autumn each year, which could 

potentially have similar effect. Sheep would not be practical in the circumstances because of the number 

of dogs likely to be passing through. However, the pony grazing option brings risks and conflicts, and the 

responsibility for the animal’s welfare would have to lie with the owner.  

 

Finally, there were a few species that you might expect to see on site that were not recorded, such as 

Dunnock and others which might just be occasional visitors (e.g. hunting Kestrel over the grassland, 

Tawny owl in the evening). It would perhaps be valuable if members of the public walking the site had 

somewhere to report sightings of new species, both bird and otherwise to add to our knowledge of the 

site.  

 

 


